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Abstract—We present analytical expressions for the expected
per-user signal power and interference in a multi-user multi-
ple input multiple output system with analog maximal ratio
combining (MRC) on the uplink and with matched filtering
(MF) precoding on the downlink. This leads to a closed-form
approximation of expected per-user signal to interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR). The analysis is carried out for different
base station layouts, including a centralized collocated array
and a distributed system with arbitrarily correlated Rayleigh
fading. Unlike the digital MRC system, where the performance
improves for a more distributed system, we show that analog
MRC performs best in a centralized configuration. Furthermore,
numerical results show that both analog and digital MRC benefit
from a strong line-of-sight (LoS) presence in Ricean fading
channels as the Rice K factor reduces the interference power. We
show that in a centralized system, the performance of analog and
digital MRC converge with increasing K factor, because strong
LoS reduces the diversity of incoming signal power utilized by
digital MRC. On the other hand, in a distributed system the
performance gap between these two techniques will remain due
to the diversity of signal powers. Our closed-form approximation
of the expected per-user SINR is general and appropriate for
moderate to large numbers of antennas and arbitrary correlation
models.

Index Terms—Expected SINR, analog MRC, digital MRC,
spatial correlation, Rice K factor.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-User Multiple Input Multiple Output (MU-MIMO)
systems have the ability to serve many users over the same
time-frequency resource via various beamforming techniques,
significantly improving the spectral efficiency (SE) of wireless
communication systems. In order to meet the ever-increasing
demand for data rate, emerging MIMO systems are likely to
employ a large number of antennas.

Considering hardware costs, a purely analog architecture
at the base station (BS) forms an attractive design option.
Furthermore, distributed BSs with large antenna arrays are of
great interest as they provide the additional benefit of improved
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coverage [1] and reduction of spatial correlation relative to
large collocated arrays [2]. Maximal ratio combining (MRC)
not only maximizes the received signal power, but also requires
no central control and can be deployed independently at each
antenna in a distributed BS layout [2]. In recent years, a
number of works have analysed the simplest forms of diversity
combining techniques, including MRC, equal-gain combining
(EGC) and selection combining (SC). Among these, the work
in [3] shows that EGC is of practical interest as it outperforms
SC and has a lower complexity compared to digital MRC. In
purely analog MIMO systems, MRC is equivalent to EGC as
analog processing is not able to change the signal amplitude.

For single-user MIMO, most analytical work concerning
analog MRC is conducted from the perspective of modulation,
outage probability and bit error probability (BEP) (eg [4]
and references within). The performance of digital MRC in a
distributed system is analysed in [2]. For uplink MU-MIMO, a
thorough performance analysis of digital MRC over Rayleigh
fading without spatial correlation effects is presented in [5].
A sum-rate analysis of digital MRC, as well as zero-forcing
and minimum mean squared error combing, is presented in [6]
for independent Rayleigh fading. Closed-form approximations
of SINR and the ergodic sum SE of a MU-MIMO downlink
system using digital MRC with correlation are presented in
[7]. For a single user MIMO link in correlated Ricean fading,
digital MRC at the receiver combined with digital maximum
ratio transmission is analysed in [8]. Despite this considerable
body of work, research related to analog MRC in Ricean
channels is very limited, mainly focusing on system energy
efficiency or system sum rate [9], [10] in single-user MIMO
systems. Thus, we present numerical results adopting a Ricean
fading channel to analyse the system performance in a MU-
MIMO system.

To the best of our knowledge, there exist no closed-form
SINR results for analog MRC in the uplink and downlink
matched filtering (MF) in a correlated Rayleigh fading en-
vironment for both centralized and distributed MU-MIMO
systems. Hence, to fill this gap, this paper presents a thorough
analysis of the expected per-terminal SINR based on differ-
ent BS layouts and gives insights on the impact of system
parameters. Specifically, the contributions of this paper are as
follows:
• Novel analytical expressions of expected per-user signal

power and interference for both uplink MRC and down-
link MF are derived. The derivation is robust to changes
in system dimension and correlation models.

• We analyse the system performance of digital and analog
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MRC/MF for three BS layouts. We show that while
digital MRC benefits from increased BS decentralization,
the same does not hold for analog MRC.

• Simulation based investigations of the impact of different
Rice K factors on both centralized and distributed systems
with analog and digital MRC are presented. We show
that the performance of analog MRC approaches that of
digital MRC when increasing the K factor in a centralized
system, while the performance gap between the two
technique remains in a distributed system.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a MU-MIMO system with K single antenna users
randomly located in a single cell and a total of Nt antennas
at the BS divided equally amongst M cooperative antenna
groups. Three different BS layouts are considered. Cen denotes
a centralized system where the BS is located at the centre of
the cell with all Nt antennas; Dis4 is a distributed system,
where antennas are divided equally amongst four cooperative
antenna sites with each site (half way from the centre to the
cell-edge and 90◦ from each other) equipped with Nt

4 antennas.
Similarly, Dis2 denotes a system with two sites, each (half way
from the centre to the cell-edge and 180◦ from each other) with
Nt
2 antennas.

A. Uplink System Model

The Nt × 1 channel vector for user i can be written
as hi = R

1
2
i ui, where the entries of ui are independent

and identically distributed (i.i.d) Rayleigh fading variables,
ui ∼ CN (0, I); Ri is the Nt×Nt spatial correlation matrix for
user i. Assuming no correlation between antennas belonging
to different groups, we write Ri = blkdiag(Ri1,Ri2, ...,RiM ),
Rim = β̄imΣim, where i indicates the user i and m indicates
the base station group m. Σim contains the correlation coef-
ficients and β̄im models the effect of pathloss and shadowing
of the mth group base station for the ith user. We consider
β̄im = Aζim(d0/dim)γ , where A is a unit-less constant
indicating the geometric attenuation at the reference distance
d0, dim is the distance between the ith user and the mth BS
and γ is the pathloss attenuation exponent; ζim is a log-normal
random variable, 10log10ζim ∼ N (0, σ2

sh), to model the effect
of shadowing between the the ith user and the mth BS. Thus,
H = [h1h2...hK ] denotes the Nt ×K fast-fading channel
matrix between Nt BS antennas and K users. Then, under the
assumption of perfect channel knowledge at the BS and equal
transmit power for each user, for narrow-band transmission,
the received signal at the BS is given by

y =
√
P ul

t Hs + nul, (1)
where s is the K × 1 data symbol vector from the K end
users and E[ssH ] = I; nul models the effect of white Gaussian
noise, where the noise variance is assumed to be one; P ul

t is the
uplink transmit power per data stream. After MRC processing,
the combined signal for the ith user at the BS is given by

yi =
√
P ul

t gH
i hisi +

√
P ul

t

K∑
l=1
l6=i

gH
i hlsl + gH

i nul, (2)

where gi = hi for digital MRC and gi = ĥi, ĥi = exp(j∠hi)
for analog MRC, where ∠hi represents the vector of angles
of each element of hi. This results in the SINR given by

SINRi =
P ul

t |gH
i hi|

2

P ul
t

{∑K
l=1
l6=i
|gH
i hl|2

}
+ gH

i gi
. (3)

B. Downlink System Model

The K × Nt fast-fading channel matrix for the downlink
can be written as H = [hT

1hT
2...h

T
K ]T, where the 1×Nt channel

vector for the ith user is hi = uiR
1
2
i , and ui and Ri are defined

in Section II-A with the exception that ui is now 1×Nt. The
received signal at the ith user can be expressed as

yi =
√
P dl

t higH
i si +

√
P dl

t

K∑
l=1
l6=i

higH
l sl + ndl, (4)

where P dl
t is the downlink transmit power per data stream, ndl

models the effect of white Gaussian noise with unit variance,
and gi =

hi
||hi||

for digital MRC and gi = ĥi√
Nt

for analog

MRC. Thus, the corresponding SINR is given by

SINRi =
P dl

t |higH
i |

2

P dl
t

{∑K
l=1
l6=i
|higH

l |2]

}
+ 1

. (5)

III. APPROXIMATIONS OF ACHIEVABLE UPLINK AND
DOWNLINK SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY

In this section, we derive exact closed-form expressions for
the expected per-user signal power and interference power for
both uplink and downlink analog MRC systems. To enable the
analysis, we apply a commonly used approximation as follows:
if X =

∑
Xi and Y =

∑
Yi are both sums of non-negative

random variables, then E
[
log2

(
1 + X

Y

)]
≈ log2

(
1 + E[X]

E[Y ]

)
[5]. Independence between X and Y is not required and
the result becomes more accurate when the number of the
summation terms in X and Y is large [5]. For the uplink
system, substituting the analog MRC receive combiner into
(3) gives the approximation of per-user spectral efficiency as

E[Rul] ≈ log2

1 +

P ul
t

Nt
E
[
|ĥH
i hi|2

]
P ul

t

Nt
E
[∑K

l=1
l6=i
|ĥH
i hl|2

]
+ 1

 , (6)

where the noise term E
[
ĥ

H
i ĥi/Nt

]
= 1. For the downlink,

E[Rdl] ≈ log2

1 +

P dl
t

Nt
E
[
|hiĥ

H
i |2
]

P dl
t

Nt
E
[∑K

l=1
l6=i
|hiĥ

H
l |2]

]
+ 1

 . (7)

We now derive the expectation of the signal and interference
terms in Sec.III-A and Sec.III-B, respectively.

A. Expected Signal Power

We derive the expected signal power for analog MRC on
the uplink in detail, while for the downlink we only give the
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final result as a similar analysis applies. The expected signal
power for the uplink can be derived as follows,

E
[∣∣∣ĥHi hi

∣∣∣2] = E

[
Nt∑
j=1

|hij |2
]

+ E

 Nt∑
j=1

Nt∑
k=1

j 6=k

|hij ||hik|

 ,
=

Nt∑
j=1

βij +

Nt∑
j=1

Nt∑
k=1

j 6=k

√
βijβikE[|vij ||vik|],

(8)
where βij is the link gain from the ith user to the jth antenna
and hij =

√
βijvij . In (8), vij and vik are two correlated

complex Gaussian variables, and can be rewritten as vij =
r1exp(jθ1) and vik = r2exp(jθ2). Thus |vij | = r1 and |vik| =
r2. From [11, p. 97],

E[r1r2] =
π

4
√

(S11S22)
(1− λ2

12)2F1

(
3

2
,

3

2
, 1;λ2

12

)
, (9)

where 2F1 is the Gaussian (or ordinary) hypergeometric func-
tion; S11 and S22 are entries of the inverse covariance matrix,
S, of vij and vik, where

S =

[
S11 S12

S21 S22

]
=

[
1

1−|ρ|2
−ρ

1−|ρ|2
−ρ∗

1−|ρ|2
1

1−|ρ|2

]
. (10)

Also, λ212 =
|S12|2

S11S22
= |ρ|2 and ρ is the correlation between

vij and vik. Applying this result gives

E[|vij ||vik|] =
π

4

(
1− |ρijk|2

)2
2F1

(
3

2
,

3

2
, 1; |ρijk|2

)
, (11)

where ρijk is the jkth entry of Ri. When j and k correspond
to different BS groups, there is no correlation, ρijk = 0, and

E[|vij ||vik|] = E[|vij |]2 = Γ

(
3

2

)2

. (12)

Hence, the final result is,

E{|ĥHi hi|2} =

Nt∑
j=1

βij +

Nt∑
j=1

Nt∑
k=1

j 6=k

√
βijβikδjk, (13)

where

δjk =

{
Γ( 3

2
)2, j, k /∈ Bk

π
4

(
1− |ρijk|2

)2
2F1

(
3
2
, 3
2
, 1; |ρijk|2

)
, j, k ∈ Bk

(14)

and Bk is the set of antennas at the same site as antenna
k. The downlink expression for the expected signal power is
identical.

B. Expected Interference Power
The interference power for the uplink from the lth user to

the ith user can be derived as follows,

E
[
|ĥHi hl|2

]
= E

[
ĥ
H

i E
[

R
1
2
l uluHl R

1
2
l

]
ĥi
]
,

= E
[
ĥ
H

i Rlĥi
]
,

= E

[
Nt∑
j=1

Nt∑
k=1

h∗ij
|hij |

(Rl)kj
(
hik
|hik|

)]
,

=

Nt∑
j=1

Nt∑
k=1

(Rl)kjE
[
v∗ij
|vij |

vik
|vik|

]
. (15)

Reusing the notation, vij = r1exp(jθ1) and vik = r2exp(jθ2),
we have E

[
v∗ij
|vij |

vik
|vik|

]
= E[ej(θ1−θ2)]. From [11, p. 100],

E
{
ej(θ1−θ2)

}
=
π

4
ρ(1− ρ2)2F1

(
3

2
,

3

2
, 2; |ρ|2

)
. (16)

Thus, E{|ĥHi hl|2} =

Nt∑
j=1

(Rl)jj +

Nt∑
j=1

Nt∑
k=1

j 6=k

(Rl)kj
π

4
ρijk(1− |ρijk|2)

× 2F1

(
3

2
,

3

2
, 2; |ρijk|2

)
,

=

Nt∑
j=1

βlj +

Nt∑
j=1

Nt∑
k=1

j 6=k

(Rl)kjκijk (17)

where

κijk =

{
0, j, k /∈ Bk
π
4
ρijk(1− |ρijk|2)2F1( 3

2
, 3
2
, 2; |ρijk|2), j, k ∈ Bk

(18)
Similarly, the downlink expected interference power is,

E{|hiĥ
H

l |2} =

Nt∑
j=1

(Ri)jj +

Nt∑
j=1

Nt∑
k=1

j 6=k

(Ri)kj
π

4
ρljk(1− |ρljk|2)

×2F1

(
3

2
,

3

2
, 2; |ρljk|2

)
,

=

Nt∑
j=1

βij +

Nt∑
j=1

Nt∑
k=1

j 6=k

(Ri)kjκlkj (19)

where

κlkj =

{
0, j, k /∈ Bk,
π
4
ρljk(1− |ρljk|2)2F1

(
3
2
, 3
2
, 2; |ρljk|2

)
, j, k ∈ Bk.

(20)
Thus, substituting (13), (14), (17) and (18) into (3), we
obtain the per-user spectral efficiency for the uplink. Similarly
substituting (13), (14), (19) and (20) into (5), we obtain the
per-user spectral efficiency for the downlink. Not only do
(17) and (19) provide the exact value of uplink and downlink
interference, they also provide an important insight into MU-
MIMO with analog processing. When the users all have the
same correlation matrix, then (Rl)kj ×ρijk = |ρijk|2 > 0 and
(Ri)kj×ρljk = |ρljk|2 > 0, which maximizes the interference
in (17) and (19) as all summation terms are positive. Hence,
equal correlation matrices is the worst case, as shown in [7] for
digital MRC. This is the first demonstration of this property
for analog processing.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, numerical results with the following param-
eters are presented. Four users each with a single antenna are
uniformly located in a circular cell with the radius of 100
meters. The unit-less geometric attenuation is A = 30 dB
and the reference distance is d0 = 1 meter. The total number
of antennas Nt = 32; the pathloss exponent γ = 3.5 and the
standard deviation of shadowing ζ = 6 dB. The transmit power
Pt is chosen to guarantee that 95% of the time the signal-to-
noise-ratio (SNR), defined by the ratio of the received power
to the noise power in a single-user single-antenna system,
exceeds 0 dB. As our approximations of SINR are accurate
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for arbitrary correlation models, two popular correlation mod-
els are considered. For the exponential correlation model in
[12], the correlation matrices required for user i are defined
by (Σim)rs = [ρexp(jφim)]|r−s|. Here, ρ is the common
magnitude of the correlation between adjacent antennas and
φim ∼ U [0, 2π] is a user specific phase at each antenna
group. We also consider the one-ring correlation model [13],
with an angle spread of 30◦ and a central azimuth angle with
a uniform distribution within [0, 2π] for each user at each
antenna group. We refer to this model as OR.uni. As LoS
will play an important role in upcoming systems, we are also
interested in the impact of Rice K factors on the BS layouts.
The model for the uplink Ricean channel for the ith user can
be written as

hi =

√
Ki

Ki + 1
ūi +

√
1

Ki + 1
R

1
2
i ui,

where Ki is the Rice factor, ūi is the specular (LoS) com-
ponent and ui (Nt × 1) is the diffuse (scattered) compo-
nent. ūi (Nt × 1) is governed by the transmit and receive
array response vectors [14]. As we only consider a uniform
linear array (ULA) with a single antenna at the receiver,
the LoS vector can be written as, ūi = utx(θi), utx(θi) =
[1, ej2πdcos(θi), ej2πd2cos(θi), ..., ej2πd(Nt−1)cos(θi)], where d is
the normalized antenna spacing, assuming to be half the carrier
wavelength. Finally, θi is the angle of arrival, θi ∼ U [0, 2π].

Fig.1 illustrates the CDF of the uplink expected per-user
spectral efficiency based on the Dis4 system architecture
with three different correlation models. The expectation is
computed over the fast-fading and the CDF depicts the impact
of the variations in large-scale fading link gains. Exp.0.95fixed
denotes the exponential correlation model with a fixed cor-
relation coefficient ρ = 0.95 and no random phase; OR.uni
denotes the one-ring correlation model; Exp0.7random denotes
the exponential correlation with uniformly distributed phase on
[0, 2π] and ρ = 0.7. In this figure we compare the CDF of the
derived analog per-user spectral efficiency approximation with
its simulated counterparts. As we can see, the derived approx-
imations are tight for all three correlation models considered.
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Fig. 1: Expected per-user spectral efficiency CDFs of analog
MRC for an uplink Dis4 system with three correlation models

In Fig.2 we present the performance comparison of analog

and digital MRC for three system layouts: Cen, Dis2, Dis4.
Using the same propagation parameters as in Fig.1 and the
OR.uni correlation model, the CDFs of per-user spectral effi-
ciency are shown. Generally, digital MRC outperforms analog
MRC in all three systems. This is mainly due to the fact that
analog MRC is incapable of changing the amplitude of the
incoming signals. For digital MRC, the system benefits from
greater antenna distribution. However, the trend is opposite
for analog MRC, where Dis2 and Cen have almost the same
performance and both outperform Dis4. Digital MRC benefits
from a more distributed system where there is a higher
probability of a strong link gain to one of the antenna clusters.
Analog MRC, however, is not able to benefit the users by
optimising the receive SNR over different link gains. Thus
the centralized system results in the strongest signal power
compared with distributed systems when adopting analog
MRC processing.
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Fig. 2: Performance comparison of expected per-user spectral
efficiency CDFs between analog and digital MRC for uplink

We show numerical results for the Ricean channels for the
Cen and Dis4 systems in Fig.3 and Fig.4, respectively. We
provide simulations rather than an exact analysis as it has
been shown [15] that the required results for the Ricean case
involve a doubly infinite sum of hyper-geometric functions,
which has only a limited advantage over simulation. The trends
in Fig.3 and Fig.4 illustrate that increasing the Rice K factors
can actually increase per-user spectral efficiency in both Cen
and Dis4 systems as LoS reduces channel fading fluctuations
and also the MRC inter-user-interference as shown in [5]. The
gap between analog and digital MRC diminishes to zero in a
Cen system when the Rice K is greater than 5 dB, where the
strong LoS results in low diversity of signals for which analog
and digital MRC have almost the same performance. This is
not the case for the Dis4 system due to the link gain diversity
from which digital MRC benefits.
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Fig. 3: Expected per-user spectral efficiency CDFs of analog
and digital MRC for an uplink Cen system
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Fig. 4: Expected per-user spectral efficiency CDFs of analog
and digital MRC for an uplink Dis4 system

Finally, in Fig.5 we consider the downlink system. The
figure not only shows the accuracy of the approximations,
but also that digital MF in Dis4 significantly outperforms the
Cen system. This is mainly due to the high diversity of link
gains in a distributed system as the per-user spectral efficiency
is affected by the desired user’s link gains at different sites.
Examining the derivations of (13) and (19), both the numerator
and denominator of the derived SINR for the downlink are
affected by the same desired user’s link gain, β̄im, which
is the same for both the numerator and denominator in the
centralized system. Dividing by β̄im for both the numerator
and denominator in (5), we see that variations in the CDF
of the expected per-user SINR are limited, reflected in Fig.5
by the steep curves of the Cen system. On the other hand,
in the distributed system β̄im takes on different values for
the numerator and denominator of the SINR, leading to more
diversity in the Dis4 system for digital MRC.

V. CONCLUSION

We have derived closed-form approximations to the SINR
for analog MRC/MF for uplink/downlink systems, leading
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Fig. 5: Expected per-user spectral efficiency CDFs of analog
and digital MRC for downlink Dis4 and Cen systems

to an insightful comparison of analog and digital processing
for three different BS layouts. While digital MRC benefits
from increased BS decentralization, the same does not hold
for analog MRC. We presented an analysis of the impact of
different Rice K factors on both centralized and distributed
systems. When increasing the K factor in a centralized system,
the performance of analog MRC approaches that of digital
MRC, while the performance gap between the two technique
remains in a distributed system.
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